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Abstract: Many digital image watermarking schemes have been developed to embed copyright 
information into an image. However, an attacker may reuse parts of a watermarked image by 
cropping out unwanted parts. Several techniques have been designed to overcome this attack but 
due to their limited redundancy approach, some section of the images can still be retrieved 
without detectable watermark. In this paper, a new watermarking scheme that is robust against 
severe cropping using Sudoku is proposed. It is based on Sudoku's permutation property that 
allows evenly distributed copies of watermark pieces in all parts of the cover image. A valid 
Sudoku solution is used during the embedding as well as during the detection of the watermark. 
Using classic 9 x 9 Sudoku, the scheme demonstrated robustness of up to 94% of random 
cropping. 
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1 Introduction 
With the proliferation of digital multimedia content on the 
internet, content owners and service providers require good 
mechanism to protect their work. Digital watennarking is a 
technique used to embed certain information into the media 
to be protected, such as a company's logo or product 
number. Such information can later be extracted and used to 
detect forgery, authentication and unauthorised usage. The 
embedded information is called watermark; and the media 
being protected is called host or cover media. Recently, 
many watermarking schemes have been proposed in the 
literature for digital images. 
A digital image watermarlung scheme must at least satisfy 
the requirements of robustness, imperceptibility and reasonable 
capacity. A watennarking system is considered robust if the 
embedded watermark remains detectable or retrievable under 
various attacks on the watermarked host, such as cropping, 
filtering, noise addition, geometric distortions and others. 
Although a visible watermark is possible, an invisible 
watermark provides another layer of protection to the digital 
content. Imperceptibility is the measure of the quality of the 
watermarked image compared to its original host image. To 
have good imperceptibility, a watermarked image must appear 
the same as its original host image. Capacity is the size of the 
embedded information. Increasing capacity usually degrades 
the imperceptibility property. 
Watermark embedding can be implemented either in 
spatial domain or transform domain Fung et al., 2011). In 
spatial domain technique, the watermark embedding is done 
by directly modifying the pixel values of the host image 
(Fu et al., 2008; Aggarwal and Singla, 201 1). In transform 
domain technique, the host image is first converted into 
frequency domain by a transformation method such as the 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or Discrete Wavelet 
Transform (DWT) @eddy and Varadarajan, 2010; Kundur 
and Hatzinakos, 2004). Then, watermark is embedded by 
modifying its coefficients. Modifications are done by 
changing one or more of the bit-planes of the pixel values or 
the coefficients in such a way that they do not perceptibly 
change the host image. 
A stronger watermarking technique is to have more than 
one copies of the watermark at almost all locations in the 
host image. Image watermarking systems commonly use 
redundant embedding to handle cropping, filtering and 
addition of band-limited noise (Cox et al., 2008). Having 
redundancies like this will facilitate successful detection or 
retrieval of the watermark being attacked by the adversaries. 
One way of doing this is by embedding a greyscale 
watermark (e.g. 8-bit greyscale). If some of the bit-planes 
are damaged, then the remaining bit-planes can be used to 
detect or reconstruct the watermark from the watermarked 
image. Another way is by having copies of a binary 
watermark evenly distributed in the host image. If a copy of 
the watermarks is damaged, then the remaining copies can 
be used to detect or reconstruct from the watermarked 
image. The watermarking systems proposed by Aggarwal 
and Singla (20 1 l), Reddy and Varadaraj an (20 10) and Fang 
et al. (2004) are not robust against cropping attack. One of 
the main reasons is that the watermarks are not well 
distributed in the host image. Cropping done on such 
watermarked image can get away with no detectable 
watermark. 
In this paper, a new watermarking scheme that is robust 
against severe cropping using Sudoku is proposed. It is 
based on Sudoku's permutation property that allows evenly 
distributed copies of watermark pieces in all parts of the 
cover image. A Sudoku solution is used during the 
embedding as well as during the detection of the watermark. 
Using a classic 9 x 9 Sudoku, the scheme demonstrated 
robustness of up to 94% of random cropping. 
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, 
related work will be discussed. The details of our approach 
are discussed in Section 3 .  The result and discussion of 
experiments will be covered in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
is for the conclusion. 
2 Related work 
2.1 Cropping 
Once a hiding place has been decided (i.e. either in spatial 
or transform domain), a hiding scheme must be designed to 
be robust enough against various watermarking attacks. We 
are particularly interested in investigating and designing a 
scheme that is robust against cropping. Cropping is defined 
as cutting unwanted parts from a watermarked image. We 
review here how current approaches fare against cropping 
attacks. This is summarised in Table 1. 
Table 1 shows that most recent approaches could only 
handle cropping in the maximum range of 50-75% of the 
watermarked image. Cox et al. (1996) proposed a transform 
domain watermarking system in which a single watermark 
spread over the host image. Due to its image content- 
analysis based approach, the length of watermark is not 
fixed. Cox approach requires the cover image to retrieve the 
watermark. Although Fang et al. (2004) offers a blind 
watermarking technique, it supports only up to 60% 
cropping with 1 kB of watermark and does not support 
random cropping. Aggarwal and Singla (2011) try to use 
redundant watermark, but due to its limited copies and 
uneven positions, random cropping will produce a cropped 
image without watermark. It can support 75% cropping with 
4 kB of watermark and it needs the original host image to 
recover the watermark. Although Rawat and Raman (20 10) 
can embed bigger watermark (average is 22 kB watermark 
per colour component) and support random cropping, it 
cannot handle very well cropping more than 50% and 
requires the cover image to extract the watermark. 
Therefore, generally, most of these schemes cannot support 
severe random cropping (larger than 75%), have limited 
watermark redundancies and limited watermark size. 
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Table 1 Comparison of approaches against cropping attack 
Maximum Cropping Support Random Support Blind Scheme Ratio Supported (*) Number of Watermark Watermark Size Cropping Retrieval ?*,I 
Cox et al. (1996) 75% A single watermark seems to Not fixed. Depending on Yes No 
be spread all over the cover the content of the cover 
image 
Fang et al. 50-60% A single watermark seems to 1 kB on one colour No Yes 
(2004) be spread all over the cover component 
Aggarwal and 75% 5 watermarks. Watermarks are 4 kB on one colour No No 
Singla (20 11) fixed to the 4 comers and 1 in component 
the middle of the cover image 
Rawat and 50% A single watermark seems to 66 kB on three colour Yes No 
Raman (2010) be spread all over the cover components (i.e. 22 KB 
image using all the subbands on a single component) 
Note (*) as reported in their corresponding paper. NCC (Normalised Cross Correlation) must be greater than 0.8 and BER 
(Bit Error Rate) must be less than 20%. 
(**) Blind retrieval is the extraction of watermark without needing the cover file. 
2.2 Sudoku guarantees correct and unique sequence must be achieved 
A Sudoku puzzle consists of a partially completed row- 
column grid of cells partitioned into N regions each of size 
N cells, to be filled in using a set of N distinct symbols (for 
example, the digits (1,2,. . . fl). A digit must be assigned to 
each cell in the grid with only one restriction: a given digit 
cannot appear twice in a row, in a column or in a block 
(region) (Jussien, 2007). A classic Sudoku is a puzzle whose 
objective is using the digits from one to nine to fill a 9 x 9 
grid. A solution of this type of Sudoku grid satisfies the 
following properties. First, a Sudoku grid contains nine 
3 x 3 regions, each containing different digits from one to 
nine. Second, each row and each column of a Sudoku grid 
also contain different digits from one to nine. Figure 1 
shows an example of a Sudoku solution. 
Figure 1 Example of Sudoku solution (see online version for 
colours) 
One of the most important properties of Sudoku is that its 
constraints enforce evenly spread symbols/numbers across 
the board. In virtually all sections of the board, almost all 
tiles' numbers can be gathered to form a complete set of 
symbols/numbers. Another important property of Sudoku is 
its number of unique solutions. Having a unique solution 
horizontally, vertically and diagonally around a particular 
tile. Felgenhauer and Jarvis (2006) analyse the classic 9 x 9 
Sudoku solutions to show that total number of possible 
solutions is =: 6.671 x lo2'. The result was derived through 
logic and brute force computation. Russell and Jamis (2007) 
showed that if various possible symmetries (e.g. rotation, 
reflection and so on) are allowed, then the number of 
fundamental solutions of 9 x 9 Sudoku grid is 
5,472,730,538. The number of valid Sudoku solution grids 
for the 16 x 16 derivation is unknown. 
2.3 Sudoku approach in security and data hiding 
Sudoku pattern has been employed in relatively few works 
in security and data hiding applications (Naini et al., 2010). 
Wu and Ren (2009) proposed an image authentication 
system using Sudoku and chaotic map. A selected Sudoku 
solution is used to guide cover pixels' modification in order 
to imply secret data. In ano.ther experiment, using Sudoku 
pairs, blocks scrambling and bits scrambling are applied to a 
cover image to completely scatter image contents (Zou 
et al., 2011). Chou et al. (2010) proposed a data hiding 
scheme using Sudoku to spread out original image into three 
shadows images carrying the secret data. Retrieving requires 
a pairing of at least two shadow images. This is also done in 
the work of Chang et al. (2010) with lossless recovery of the 
embedded secret. Yet another extension to the 'shadow- 
Sudoku' technique is done by Roshan et al. (2009) by 
extending the work to use pairs from colour images (e g. red 
and green components) and, use 27 x 27 reference matrix 
instead of 256 x 256. Naini et al. (2010) proposed a 
watermarking scheme using Sudoku that is robust against 
P E G  compression. Bits of the secret message are 
embedded along an edge using 16 x 16 Sudoku's non- 
repeating numbers. The authors said the scheme is also 
robust against cropping but mentioned 'the robustness 
against cropping attack depends on the cropped region'. It is 
inferred that the scheme does not support random cropping. 
No cropping percentage is provided in their experiments. 
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3 Anti-cropping approach Watennarkpieces: As each region must have N symbols, W, 
will be divided into f i x  f i  tiles. For example, if N = 9, 
The proposed watermarking system makes use of the W, will be divided into 3 3 tiles: 
excellent redundancy property of Sudoku to solve cropping 
problem in watermarking. Wl q 2  q 3  
3.1 Embedding procedure KT w,, w,, 
Consider a 'Over -ge has mc nc pixels and a watermark Notice that the watermark tileslpieces are numbered from 
image w has mw x n, pixels, where m is the image height and left to right, top to bottom. More generally, we write: 
n is the image width. A Sudoku solution S consists of row- 
column grid of cells, parhtioned into N regions each of sue N 
cells, to be filled in using a set of Ndistinct symbols. 
Sudoku cells: A Sudoku cell, S, denotes a cell where i is 
the position of the cell in a region and j is the position of the 
region in S. For example, a third cell in the forth region of S 
will be denoted as S3, 4. A value, v can be assigned to a cell 
where v ranges from 1..N, which is constrained by the 
Sudoku requirements R - each rows, columns and regions 
must contain all the numbers (1. .N) and no repeat (e.g. see 
Figure 1). Therefore, a value vij assigned to a Sudoku cell 
Sij can be represented as: 
Region size: The region size RS of a Sudoku S can be 
calculated as: 
To get a watermark that can fit a region, W, the original 
watermark, War, need to be shrunk to a region size RS: 
which can be represented by: 
Full board watermark: Using W, Gles and the Sudoku solution 
S, a full board watermark image, Wmw can be constructed by 
mapping each cell Shj to the correspndmg W, tiles. The 
mapping can be represented by the following formula: 
Figure 2 shows the embedding process. It starts with two 
processes: (a) regions mapping of the cover image to the 
Sudoku regions (nine regions in total); (b) symbols 
generation of the watermark image by breaking it into 
3 x 3 = 9 distinct symbols or tiles (in this paper, we use 
'symbols' and 'tiles' interchangeably). The tiles are 
numbered from left to right, top to bottom. Based on the 
Sudoku solution, the watermark symbols will be re-arranged 
and embedded into each region of the cover image. 
Figure 2 The embedding process of anti-cropping (see online version for colours) 
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The end result will be nine copies of binary watermarks Changing a Sudoku solution will accordingly change the 
being distributed in 81 tiles which is not overlapping and watermark tiles arrangement, but preserving its distribution 
evenly spread in the cover image (see Figure 3). property. Figure 3 illustrates the watermarked image (top) 
and the watermark tiles embedded inside the cover image 
Figure 3 A watermarkedpepper cover image with baboon inside (bottom). 
it (top). The 8 1 baboon watermark tiles (bottom) 
3.2 Detection procedure 
Prior to finding the watermark in the cropped image C ', the 
watermark tiles, W, need to be calculated from W,,. Once 
the raw embedded watermark is retrieved from the cropped 
image or a clean watermarked image, symbols searching 
can be performed. Using symbols from W,, a search of the 
tiles begins by recording the sequence of the detected tiles, 
Q, represented by: 
The sequence information in Q is matched with the one in 
the Sudoku solution S. From the matches, the detection 
result D will indicate a successful or a failed detection. 
Figure 4 shows the process of watermark detection. Using 
the same watermark used in the embedding process, nine 
symbols wdl be generated. Then, a raw watermark will be 
retrieved from the cropped image or from the origmal 
watermarked image. It follows with searchng each of the 
watermark symbols in the retrieved raw watermark. The 
outcome will consist of complete and partial tiles as shown 
in Figure 5. During the search, the sequence of the complete 
tile(s) is recorded. Then, the sequence analysis engine will 
check if the sequence matches with the one in the supplied 
Sudoku solution - horizontally and vertically around the 
detected tile(s). 
Figure 4 The watermark detection process of anti-cropping (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 5 A cropped image and watermark tiles embedded in it solution is put into a matrix of cell to assist the construction 
of the fulI board watermark image. 
Table 2 illustrates 28 of 56 random cropping performed on 
eight watermarked images and its detection outcomes. The 
average PSNR is well above normal watermarking schemes 
. (30-40dB). To detect a presence of watermarhg a minimum 
of one full tile is required, together with its surrounding partial 
tiles (neighbours). f ie  detected tiles and its neighbouring tiles' 
sequences must match the Sudoku solution on all sides. 
Figure 7 shows that for all cases, at least one full tile 
will be successfully detected with 94% random cropping. 
This single tile together with its neighbouring sequence and 
4 Results and discussion location of tiles (the top, right, bottom and left), can be used 
to determine if the cover has been watermarked by the 
The proposed watermarking system was tested with Sudoku watermarking scheme. As a note, successful 
standard images using Matlab. Figure 6 partially shows the detection expects exact same Sudoku solution is supplied to 
Matlab codes for the embedding process. Notice the Sudoku the watermark detector. 
Figure 6 A Matlab code snippet for the embedding process 
. . 
.a ,=. - - .- 
. -...a >:: k:-v75 c,:,'Isl- il.il?,ge 
file name='testfiles/hoat.tiff'; 
cover - image=imread(file-name); 
(watermark); 
watermark=round(watermark./256); 
watermark=uint8 (watermark) ; 
.:  ,+ ,=.- ,= ,- ,.,;ns --- t11e sJ.7~: I:- ti-,,=, -.:ver iivagr? 
Mc=size (cover-image, 1) ; n , ,., , -. - -- ,:, l-,:~.~31, i- 
Nc=size (cover-image, 2 ) ; e .  ~tn. \-lt1-1 
5 ,+ ':I-,,> ,?i :. ,: 1 ti-,+ -,.:k z:,-j-,\?,;-k 
I%=size (watermark, 1 ) ; 3. I ,!I 
Nm=size (watermark, 2 ) ; 3 v - . ? t h  
: A<+ ,.._.L,. ,=...- :.- ., ,.  ti>.= ]::5L~$<,!-, s.\.z,=, 
rregionsize = round(Mrn/3)-1; s{5 ,. -,-,.".: . 
cregionsize = round (Nm/3) -1; ?J 8:c,j.~1,:Lr! 
. : _ Ti -- >,- t l -e ,  :.?atp~~;,.:, !~; LC, f i t  i $- rc~~~i,>!-, 
smaller = imresize(watermark,[regionsize 
cregionsize] ) ; 
, L .  . 
., I !.-l,,i y:-,+ - -3;: =.c-r!ar]. I:<> C,>?+< .:, ,-i,~LlzFl-,l: L-.i7c: 
c !..l.>!<l rcellsize =round(regionsize/3)-1; 
ccellsi ze =round (cregionsi ze/3) -1; 2, m:, ,LI;J'II; 
nsmaller = smaller(l:rcellsize*3, l:ccellsize*3); 
? <.zj.z,-- L -  +:-- .,7= +-z. 
, -  .I.., ....- . r;.orI: C,: ;:,i=-.-=.= 
awatermark = [I; 
awatermark = mat2cell(nsmaller,[rcellsize 
rcellsize rcellsize], [ccellsize ccellsize 
ccellsize] ) ; 
P +-'-,a S,.],d.iJ:u s:l~>tj.<,!-, 
vsodoku=[[7 2 6 3 1 5 4  8 9],[4 9 3  7 2 8 6 5 11, 
[ E l 5 9 4  6 2 3 7 1 ;  
[ 8 5 2 6 7 3 9 4 1 ] ,  [ 1 4 7 9 8 5 3 6 2 ] ,  
[ 6 9 3 1 2 4 7 5 8 ] ;  
[ 1 9 4 5 6 7 2 3 8 ] ,  [ 8 3 6 2 1 4 5 7 9 ] ,  
[5 7 2 3 8 9 4 6 111; 
avsodoku = mat2cell (vsodoku, [l 1 11, [9 9 91 ) ; 
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Figure 6 A Matlab code snippet for the embedding process (continued) 
for i = 1:3 
fcr j = 1:3 
region = avsodoku{ i, j 1; 
far k - 1:9 
if region(1, k) == 1 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatemarli{l,l}]; 
eni 
if region(1,k) == 2 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermark{l,2)] ; 
end 
if region(1,k) == 3 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermarkIl, 311 ; 
end 
if region(1,k) == 4 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermark{2,1] j ; 
c? nd 
i.f region(1,k) == 5 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermark{2,2}] ; 
end 
if region(1, k )  == 6 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermark{2,3) 1 ; 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awatermarkI3, 1}] ; 
$3 nd 
if region(1,k) == 8 
nwatermark = [nwatermark, 
awaterrnarkI3,Z) j ; 
end 
if region(1,k) == 9 











rvwatermark = [rvwatermark, mwatermarkl ; 
nwatermark = [ I ;  
,236 
e n d  





cellsize*3*9) 1 ; 
arvvwatermark = mat2cell(rvvwatemark, [rregionsize 
rregionsize rregionsize], [cregionsize 
cregionsize cregionsize] ) ;  
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Table 2 Watermarks images and their corresponding PSNR, cropping ratios and detection result 
Number offull Follow correct PSNR (a,) Cropping ratio Have correct Cover image Watermark 
tiles detected sequence? neighbouringpattem 
99.5 1 0 NA NA 
98.29 0 NA NA 
97.05 0 NA NA 
Lena Pepper 45.28 95.13 1 NA Yes 
87.64 4 Yes Yes 
69.66 16 Yes Yes 
50.84 36 Yes Yes 
99.36 0 NA NA 
96.34 1 NA Yes 
94.23 1 NA Yes 
Pepper Baboon 45.28 90.36 4 Yes Yes 
79.64 9 Yes Yes 
66.35 16 Yes Yes 
43.46 36 Yes Yes 
98.97 0 NA 
97.43 1 NA 
95.95 1 NA 
Baboon Lena 45.29 87.64 9 Yes 
79.64 16 Yes 
58.96 25 Yes 








99.74 0 NA NA 
98.97 0 NA NA 
97.74 1 NA Yes 
Boat Elain 45.29 93.65 4 Yes Yes 
83.97 9 Yes Yes 
63.81 25 Yes Yes 
43.46 36 Yes Yes 
Figure 7 Graph of cropping versus tiles detected 
r'l 
'[ 
Percentage of Cropping(S6) 
Table 3 shows the comparison of anti-cropping approach 
with other watermarking schemes. The detection capability 
of Soduku-based anti-cropping approach under severe 
cropping far exceeded the rest. Another important feature of 
anti-cropping is its ability to support random cropping. The 
Sudoku's unique symbol permutation and its evenly 
distributed tiles effectively make its watermarked image 
robust against random cropping. As a blind watermarking 
scheme, anti-cropping offers greater practicality. It appears 
that the work of Aggarwal and Singla (2011) and 
anti-cropping systems have distributed copies of the 
watermarks. However, some parts of the host image are not 
covered by Aggarwal and Singla (2011) system. 
Furthermore, anti-cropping is able to embed 28 kB of 
watermark at nine non-overlapping places on a grey cover 
image. With colour images, it can have more redundancies. 
A simple alternative to anti-cropping would be to 
randomly embed watermark tiles in each region of a cover 
image. Using a good random function generator, the 
watermark tiles can be uniformly distributed into each 
region of the cover image. However, such approach cannot 
guarantee good tiles recovery over cross-regions cropping. 
For example, in the case of a long rectangular cropping, 
Sudoku immediately offers non-overlapping tiles that can be 
used to assist watermark detectionlrecovery; while random 
tiles do not - as every row, columns and regions have no 
tight relationship with each others. 
Anti-cropping digital image watermarking using Sudoh 
Table 3 Comparison of anti-cropping with other watermarking schemes 
Maxi711urn cropping Number of Watermark Random cropping Blind 




1-5 copies 1-22 kB per Mixed Mixed 
colour component 
Anti- 94% 9 copies with 81 evenly 28 kB per colour Yes Blind (*) 
cropping distributed pieces component 
Note (*) Original cover image is not needed to extract the watermark. The anti-cropping watermark detector can be 
distributed with a fixed and encrypted or hand coded watermark. As there is no relationship between the watermark and 
the cover image (i.e. one cannot derive the other), anti-cropping can be considered a blind watermarking scheme. Refer 
to blind watermarking discussion in Cox et al.'s book (2008). 
5 Conclusion 
In th~s paper, a novel watermatking scheme based on Sudoku's 
permutation property is introduced, whch embed watermark 
pieces randomly and evenly in a chosen cover image in order to 
be robust against random cropping (called anti-cropping). The 
proposed watermarking scheme was tested using various 
standard cover and watermark images and, with different 
cropping ratios. Using 81 9 x 9 Sudoku tiles, the experiments 
shows that anti-cropping is more robust by being able to 
withstand 94% random cropping attacks. Different sizes of 
Sudoku tiles will be used in our future work (such as 256 
16 x 16 Sudoku tiles). There are two advantages of using such 
configuration. Firstly, more tiles can be detected within a 
cropping ratio. Secondly, more Sudoku tiles provide higher 
randomness, therefore, more secure. Other experiments wdl 
also be conducted on Sudoku's ability at countering other types 
of attacks such as salt-n-pepper and PEG compression. 
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